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I live in the UK. I'd like to start making fireworks, and I'd like a book on the subject. What do you suggest you buy and where can I get it? Thank you A pleasant alternative to airportland's ubiquitous newsstands, this store has a considerable stack of fiction by Canadian authors (including Carol Shields, Douglas Coupland, Alice Munro, Robertson Davies and many others) as well as
nonfiction and coffee table books in the shape of Vancouver and Canada. Of course, if you prefer the guilty pleasures of the latest bestselling mysteries and self-help books, you'll get your solution here too. Excerpt from When you need a travel agent, released on August 7, 2003. There's definitely something to be said for the convenience of a travel agent, whether you end up
paying a little more or less. You can spend hours online looking for the best price, even if you know where to look, but time and frustration could be expensive in themselves. Not to mention that an experienced travel agent can give you valuable internal knowledge that will greatly improve your trip. Cruises are items of big tickets, and if you don't plan properly, you might risk not
getting the vacation you paid for, particularly if you're a first-time cruiser. Since agents often specialize in particular cruise lines, they'll be able to direct you to the cruise that suits you, whether you're looking for a demure line like Cunard or a family cruise like Disney. If you know which cruise line you're interested in, you can go to that line's website or call a list of recommendation
agents that specialize in that line. An agent can also help select a cabin. After all, you don't want to get stuck in the smallest indoor cabin next to noisy galleys or the boiler room. In addition, they can help you with dinner arrangements, shore excursions, and dress code information. Agents may also be able to swing perks such as upgrades and credit on board. You shouldn't feel
like you're completely missing out on hot internet rates if you go to an agent. Not only do agents have access to services that consumers don't have, such as consortia, group rates (where they buy blocks of space) and GDS, more and more agents are gaining access to reduced prices available online. For example, some cruise lines, most recently Carnival, have leveled the
playing field with uniform prices across the board so that online or off sellers can offer the same prices. Also, if you find a great rate online, can you always ask your agent to beat it?many times it can. Read the full article. We hand-choose everything we recommend and select items through testing and reviews. Some products are sent to us for free without any incentive to offer a
favorable review. We offer the impartial opinions and we do not accept compensation to review the products. All items are available and prices are accurate at the time of publication. If you buy something through our links, we may earn a commission. Commission. Agent Marni Becker, director of cruise sales for Protravel International in New York City, says that depending on
where you want to travel, Alaska? Mediterranean? Caribbean? Baltic?- there is still some availability, but that the most popular itineraries, ships and categories of cabins fill up soon. You'll love acting fast if you want to book to travel from June to August. You still have time to book a summer cruise, he says, but, depending on the line, you might not get that mid-ship veranda or
suite. Think outside the box with these little-known cruises even better than the Bahamas. George Rudy/ShutterstockBooking a cruise can be a daunting process, especially if you've never done it before. Use a travel consultant to match your lifestyle to the best cruise line possible for you, Becker suggests. Remember, what your friends or neighbors like may not be your cup of tea.
Trained travel agencies can help you save money during your trip, as well as help you determine which cabin category is the perfect solution for your vacation. Most importantly, whether you're traveling alone or with a large group, they'll know your best options. kudla/Shutterstock Start your vacation at least a day before your cruise by booking a hotel room near the ship, suggests
Christy Scannell, owner of the Dream Vacations franchise from California. This way you don't have to sweat possible flight delays or traffic jams that could hinder arrival at the pier on time. Instead, you can enjoy a restful morning and then reach the ship refreshed, relaxed, and ready to enjoy your cruise. Avoid these other 16 airport errors to know before your next flight. Veles
Studio/ShutterstockYou only have a day to see most ports, although, like Florence and Rome, they are incredibly rich and interesting. This means you don't want to waste time finding a game plan on the field. Instead, collect guides or do some online search to determine the options and what you'd be most excited to see. Find out what you want to see in each port before leaving
the house, Becker advises. This will save you time and hassle during your cruise. It will also ensure you reach the highlights at each destination. Here are tips to choose the best cruise based on your travel goals. gpointstudio/Shutterstock While it's easy to find a nearby beach in the Caribbean and plan taxis there and back, major European cities require some attention, especially
if you've never been there before. Don't expect to just do your thing when you arrive at a cruise port, Scannell says, adding that getting the most out of a big city means guided tours make a lot of sense in that part of the world. Do you want to book flights Change the navigation mode. William Perugini/ShutterstockAs cruise lines offer a wide range of tours at each port and you
always have the option to explore on your own, tour operators can help you reach all key sites in limited time Have. Becker likes how efficient tour operators can be and the fact that you can arrange private and personalized tours. Consider your door times and what you want to get from your port experience. Do you want to visit the Hermitage en masse or do you want to visit
specific works of art at your own pace?, he asks. Do you want to wait in line to buy admission to the Colosseum or do you want to skip that line and have a historian take you inside and explain its history to you? Don't miss these other 11 secret travel deals too good to pass. Pavel L Photo and Video/ShutterstockShip decks Can really fill up on sunny sea days, but many ships have
serene alternative spaces that you can book. Chances are you see a lot of kids on summer cruises, Scannell says. For a quieter day on deck, look for the ship's adults-only areas. For example, Princess Cruises has The Sanctuary, where you get a luxury armchair, drinks service, and relaxing music for a fee. Experts swear by these travel pillows: grab one before your next trip.
Pavel L Photo and Video/ShutterstockThe school may be out for the summer, but that doesn't mean learning needs to end, Scannell says, and parents can use summer vacations as an opportunity to help children understand the world around them. Let young children draw what they've learned. Older children and teens can recite and narrate their own videos (or selfies) as they
travel. Not only will these provide fun pieces to use for what I did during my summer school vacation in the fall, but they can be compiled for a family holiday clipping album. Check out these other 18 things that can save the day when traveling with kids. Aleksei Potov/Shutterstock Summer is a popular family vacation, but adults can also take a break, explains Amy Madson, an
independent Florida vacation specialist. Many of the programs will also offer dining options for children, allowing parents to dine well by talking to other adults. Take advantage of these other adult-friendly ways to enjoy a Disney cruise. Fran Golden, travel writer and cruise expert based in michaeljung/ShutterstockOhio, says the easiest way to get a free drink at sea is to attend the
parties the captain throws. This could include a welcome cocktail hour or a pre-dinner toast for repeat cruisers. Versta/ShutterstockThe sun and heat of summer can dehydrate you quickly, especially when running around, so get ready. Bring rechargeable water bottles, one color per person in your group, so you can easily quen your hair on the go, Scannell advises. These 11
tricks will keep you from getting sick a cruise. Oyls/ShutterstockYes, which may seem like a fun packing tip for a summer vacation : swimwear, flip flops... and a strip of power? But, according to Golden, between mobile phones and tablets, if you want to have enough space to charge everything at once, it's exactly exactly you should do. Unless you're on a brand new ship, you can't
get enough plugs. OPOLJA/Shutterstock0 on the first day of cruising, you never know exactly what time your luggage will be delivered to your room. Be sure to pack your flip flops and swimsuit into your handbag, Madson concludes. This way, as soon as you board the ship, you can start enjoying the pool even before your cabin is ready or your luggage is delivered. Don't miss
these other 17 travel hacks that simplify cruises. Originally published: April 16, 2018 2018
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